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Abstract Airframe maintenance is traditionally performed at scheduled maintenance stops. The

decision to repair a fuselage panel is based on a fixed crack size threshold, which allows to ensure

the aircraft safety until the next scheduled maintenance stop. With progress in sensor technology

and data processing techniques, structural health monitoring (SHM) systems are increasingly being

considered in the aviation industry. SHM systems track the aircraft health state continuously, lead-

ing to the possibility of planning maintenance based on an actual state of aircraft rather than on a

fixed schedule. This paper builds upon a model-based prognostics framework that the authors

developed in their previous work, which couples the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) with a first-

order perturbation (FOP) method. By using the information given by this prognostics method, a

novel cost driven predictive maintenance (CDPM) policy is proposed, which ensures the aircraft

safety while minimizing the maintenance cost. The proposed policy is formally derived based on

the trade-off between probabilities of occurrence of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. A

numerical case study simulating the maintenance process of an entire fleet of aircrafts is imple-

mented. Under the condition of assuring the same safety level, the CDPM is compared in terms

of cost with two other maintenance policies: scheduled maintenance and threshold based SHM

maintenance. The comparison results show CDPM could lead to significant cost savings.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

21

221. Introduction

23Fatigue damage is one of the major failure modes of airframe
24structures. Repeated pressurization/depressurization during
25take-off and landing cause many loading and unloading cycles
26which could lead to fatigue damage in the fuselage panels. The
27fuselage structure is designed to withstand small cracks, but if
28left unattended, the cracks will grow progressively and finally
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29 cause panel failure. It is important to inspect the aircraft reg-
30 ularly so that all cracks that have the risk of leading to panel
31 fatigue failure should be repaired before the failure occurs.
32 Traditionally, the maintenance of aircraft is highly regu-
33 lated through prescribing a fixed schedule. At the time of
34 scheduled maintenance, the aircraft is sent to the maintenance
35 hangar to undergo a series of maintenance activities including
36 both engine and airframe maintenance. Structural airframe
37 maintenance is a subset of airframe maintenance that focuses
38 on detecting the cracks that can possibly threaten the safety
39 of the aircraft. In this paper, maintenance refers to structural
40 airframe maintenance while engine and non-structural air-
41 frame maintenance are not considered here. Structural air-
42 frame maintenance is often implemented by techniques such
43 as non-destructive inspection (NDI), general visual inspection,
44 detailed visual inspection (DVI), etc. Since the frequency of
45 scheduled maintenance for commercial aircraft is designed
46 for a low probability of failure, it is very likely that no safety
47 threatening cracks exist during earlier life of majority of the
48 aircraft. Even so, the intrusive inspection by NDI or DVI
49 for all panels of all aircraft needs to be performed to guarantee
50 the absence of critical cracks that could cause fatigue failure.
51 Therefore, the inspection process itself is the major driver of
52 maintenance cost.
53 Structural health monitoring (SHM) systems are increas-
54 ingly being considered in aviation industry.1–4 SHM employs
55 a sensor network sealed inside the aircraft structures like fuse-
56 lage, landing gears, bulkheads, etc., for monitoring the damage
57 state of these structures. Once the health state of the structures
58 can be monitored continuously or as frequently as needed, it is
59 possible to plan the maintenance based on the actual or pre-
60 dicted information of damage state rather than on a fixed
61 schedule. This spurs the research to predictive maintenance.
62 Prognostic is the prerequisite of the predictive maintenance.
63 Prognostics methods can be generally grouped into two cate-
64 gories: data-driven and model-based. Data-driven approaches
65 use information from previously collected data from the same
66 or similar systems to identify the characteristics of the damage
67 process and predict the future state of the current system.
68 Data-driven prognosis is typically used in the cases where
69 the system dynamic model is unknown or too complicated to
70 derive. Readers can refer to5,6 that give an overview of data-
71 driven approaches. Model-based prognostics methods assume
72 that a dynamic model describing the behavior of the degrada-
73 tion process is available. For the problem discussed at hand, a
74 model-based prognostics method is adopted since the fatigue
75 damage models for metals have been well researched and are
76 routinely used in the aviation industry for planning the struc-
77 tural maintenance.7–9

78 Predictive maintenance policies that aim to plan the main-
79 tenance activities taking into account the predicted informa-
80 tion, or the ‘‘prognostics index” were proposed recently and
81 attracted researcher’s attention in different domains.10–14 The
82 most common prognostics index is remaining useful life
83 (RUL).15–18 A large amount of methods on RUL estimation
84 have been proposed such as filter methods (e.g., Bayesian fil-
85 ter,19 particle filter,20,21 stochastic filter,22,23 Kalman filter24,25),
86 and machine learning methods (e.g., classification meth-
87 ods,26,27 support vector regression28). In addition to the
88 numerical solutions for RUL prediction, Si et al.29,30 derived
89 the analytical form of RUL probability density function. Some
90 of the predictive maintenance policies adopting the RUL as a

91prognostics index to dynamically update the maintenance time
92can be found in Refs. 12, 14, 31.
93In some situations, especially when a fault or failure is
94catastrophic, inspection and maintenance are implemented
95regularly to avoid such failures by replacing or repairing the
96components that are in danger. In these cases, it would be
97more desirable to predict the probability that a component
98operates normally before some future time (e.g. next mainte-
99nance interval).32 Take the structural airframe maintenance
100as an example, the maintenance schedule is recommended by
101the manufacture in concertation with safety authorities. Arbi-
102trarily triggering maintenance purely based on RUL prediction
103without considering the maintenance schedule might be dis-
104ruptive to the traditional scheduled maintenance procedures
105due to less notification in advance. In addition, planning the
106structural airframe maintenance as much as possible at the
107scheduled maintenance stop when the engine and non-
108structural airframe maintenance are performed could lead to
109cost saving. To this end, instead of predicting the remaining
110useful life of fuselage panels, we consider the evolution of dam-
111age size distribution for a given time interval, before some
112future time (e.g. next maintenance interval). In other words,
113we adopt the ‘‘future system reliability” as the prognostics
114index to support the maintenance decision making. This distin-
115guishes our paper from the majority existing work related to
116predictive maintenance.
117The motivation developing advance maintenance strategies
118is to reduce the maintenance costs while maintaining safety.
119Researchers proposed many cost models to facilitate the com-
120parison of maintenance strategies.10,12,13,33 All these cost anal-
121ysis and comparison share one thing in common. The
122maintenance strategy is independent from unit cost (e.g., the
123set up cost, the corrective maintenance cost, the predictive
124maintenance cost, etc.) and the interaction between strategy
125and unit cost has not been considered, which in fact might
126affect the maintenance strategy in some situations. For exam-
127ple, in aircraft maintenance, it is beneficial to plan the struc-
128tural airframe maintenance as much as possible at the same
129time of scheduled maintenance and only trigger unscheduled
130maintenance when needed. If the cost of unscheduled mainte-
131nance is much higher than the scheduled maintenance, the
132decision maker might prefer to repair as many panels as possi-
133ble at scheduled maintenance to avoid unscheduled mainte-
134nance. That is to say the cost ratio of different maintenance
135modes could be a factor that affects the maintenance
136decision-making. In this paper, we take a step further from
137the existing work to take into account the effect of cost of dif-
138ferent maintenance modes on the maintenance strategy, i.e.,
139the cost ratio is taken as an input of maintenance the strategy
140and partially affects the decision-making. This is our motiva-
141tion of developing the cost driven predictive maintenance
142(CDPM) policy for aircraft fuselage panel. By incorporating
143the information of predicted damage size distribution and
144the cost ratio between maintenance modes, an optimal panel
145repair policy is proposed, which selects at each scheduled
146maintenance stop a group of aircraft panels that should be
147repaired while fulfilling the mandatory safety requirement.
148As for the process of prognosis, we consider four uncertainty
149sources. The item-to-item uncertainty accounts for the variabil-
150ity among the population, which is considered by using one
151degradation model to capture the common degradation charac-
152teristics in the population, with several model parameters
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